When creating you are not limited by what already exists.
You acknowledge design is fundamental, not just important.
You demonstrate the ability and power to create new things (for internal and external use).
You promote building and creating new things.
You ensure the delivery of UX with quality, efficient, and concerned with the end user in mind.
You often find and solve problems by your own. You're self-motivated. You ask "What else can I do?" regularly. You are interested in learning leadership tools that can help you and others. You take ownership. You speak up when something is not right.
You give the extra mile when faced with adversity. You help "turn the obstacles upside down", CR-7 style. When you experience hardships you believe they can benefit you by strengthening your character. You don't cry at the first "No".
You're talented or keen to learn.
You regularly doing new training.
You're not afraid of saying "I don't know" and when you don't, you look for other options, make suggestions and decide with the team.
You regularly read books to improve your craft.
You propose and investigate both business and technical solutions that allow the company to improve its efficiency and effectiveness.
You help the team grow, both helping colleagues to gain new skills, recruiting and integrating new colleagues.
You care deeply about our brand and our people: our team, clients, partners and those around us. You reach out when someone needs a helping hand or word. You complete tasks in proportionate number and complexity to the rest of the team. You support people, from a human point of view, and ensure the cohesion of the team, the spirit of union and the well-being of each one. You live by and actively advocate the WidgiLabs' Core Values. Even when you cannot guarantee that things will turn out in your favour you give your best. You do the right thing.
You're quick but clean.
You're focused on getting results with speed.
You're dependable: if you say something is going to get done by Tuesday it is done by Tuesday.
You complete tasks with the required quality, ensuring a good architecture, with most tasks being approved at first.
You keep all management tools organized and updated, both for yourself and for others, ensuring the functioning of the team.